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INTRODUCTION

Alcohol use disorder (AUD) is characterized by a very 
high relapse rate. For example, the AUD relapse mostly oc-
curs within 3–4 months after treatment, with 80% of inpa-
tients suffering a relapse within six months after being dis-
charged, while no more than 14.5% and 12.4% of them are 
known to remain abstinent from alcohol for more than 1 and 
2 years, respectively.1 Thus, as an addiction disorder, AUD 
has long been defined as a chronic self-regulation failure.2-5 
By the same token, DSM-56 included in the key symptoms of 
AUD the “a persistent desire or unsuccessful efforts to cut 
down or control alcohol use,” describing AUD as a serious 
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mental illness causing physical, emotional, social and occupa-
tional dysfunctions with the self-regulation failure and the re-
peated and chronic alcohol use.7

Thus, examining the cause of the high relapse rate of AUD 
based on theories and empirical findings relevant to self-reg-
ulation may have significant clinical implications. Research-
ers on self-regulation define human self-regulation as “a pro-
cess to change or override a dominant reactive tendency to 
regulate one’s own emotion, thinking or behavior.”8-10 Specifi-
cally, according to the behavioral neurological decision-mak-
ing system hypothesis, which is one of the overarching theo-
ries in research on self-regulation,11 the repeated relapse of 
AUD may be explained by the overactivation of impulse sys-
tem and the under-activation of executive decision-making 
system. Therefore, AUD patients find it challenging to be-
come free from alcohol use problems as they can hardly stay 
focused on their goals, set up and implement specific action 
plans to achieve the goals, and tend to impulsively react to 
positive or negative emotional stimuli. In addition, delay dis-
counting referring to one’s preference for a short-term small-
er reward to a long-term larger reward is often manifested in 
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AUD patients.12-14

Although definitions of self-regulation vary, they include 
goals in common as an important aspect of self-regulation.7,15 
In particular, the commitment of AUD patients to their alco-
hol abstinence goals is possibly an important predictor of the 
relapse. For example, AUD patients increase their alcohol con-
sumption after a certain period of alcohol abstinence, which 
is called an abstinence violation effect.16,17 The abstinence vi-
olation effect is a very useful concept for explaining the behav-
ioral aspect of AUD patients who think of a single mistake as 
a ‘complete failure’ and diverge from the existing abstinence 
goals. Thus, in treating and preventing the relapse of AUD, 
precisely measuring the chronic alcohol self-regulation fail-
ure referring to the divergence from abstinence goals overrides 
anything else. Without doubt, alcohol abstinence self-effica-
cy18 is known to be highly important to alcohol self-regula-
tion. Conceptually, the alcohol abstinence self-efficacy is 
considered a cognitive trait and defined as a positive expecta-
tion of the extent to which one can cope with diverse situations 
that require self-regulation including negative emotion, so-
cial pressure, physical pain, withdrawal and craving. Many re-
searchers agreed the alcohol abstinence self-efficacy was an 
important predictor of AUD relapse.16,19,20 Yet, in that the al-
cohol abstinence self-efficacy predicts the relapse based on a 
cognitive variable, or an individual’s expectation about certain 
situations in near future, it may have limitations as an objec-
tive measure of the chronic self-regulation failure at present. 
Hence, it is necessary to develop an instrument for measur-
ing the behavior of AUD patients so that they can check their 
drinking habits whether those habits are related to surround-
ings or learned.

Heather et al.21-23 developed the Impaired Control Scale 
(ICS) to measure the reversible intermittent ‘impaired con-
trol’ instead of the irreversible fixed ‘lost control’ based on 
the concept of alcohol dependence symptoms suggested by 
Edwards and Gross.24 The ICS is comprised of three parts de-
signed to measure the severity of impaired control episodes 
over the past six months and in the future, i.e., Part 1 with 5 
question items on attempted control (AC) (e.g., “During the 
last 6 months, I tried to limit the amount I drank”), Part 2 
with 10 question items on failed control (FC) (e.g., “During 
the last 6 months, I found it difficult to resist drinking, even 
for a single day”), and Part 3 with 10 question items on pre-
dicted control (PC) in the future (e.g., What do you think 
would happen now? “It would start to drink, even after de-
ciding not to”), adding up to 25 items in total. The FC and PC 
are composed of identical items excluding the point of time 
of the impaired control. Each item of the ICS is rated on a 
5-point scale (0–4). The subscale scores are not totaled in the 
ICS. The ranges of subscale scores are 0–20 for AC, and 0–40 

for FC and PC. Notably, in Part 2 (FC), in case one has not 
attempted any control, the AC is replaced by the responses to 
the PC items. The reliability and validity of the ICS have been 
verified in both clinical and non-clinical samples.23 Also, 
Marsh et al.5 conducted a confirmatory factor analysis and 
confirmed each sub-factor was a single factor in both social 
drinker and AUD patient samples.

Moreover, a study on adolescent’s alcohol consumption25 
used the ICS as the criterion-related scale. Particularly, the 
FC was used as an important factor in predicting the effects 
of the controlled drinking treatment on adult AUD patients,22 
and proved to predict the alcohol-related problems better 
than the weekly alcohol consumption in undergraduate sam-
ples.26 Also, a cross-sectional study found the FC was nega-
tively correlated with general self-regulation,27 whilst a study 
on adult binge drinking demonstrated the PC mediated the 
relationship between impulsivity and alcohol problems.28 A 
longitudinal study following up undergraduates for three years 
established the FC was a significant predictor of future alco-
hol-related problems. Also, a large-scale neuroimaging study 
on binge drinkers29 found significantly positive correlations 
between the FC and bilateral amygdala, left dorsolateral pre-
frontal cortex and left nucleus accumbens.

Given the ICS has consistent reliability and excellent valid-
ity, predicts alcohol use problems in many studies, and is widely 
used to verify the effects of addiction treatment, a standard-
ized Korean version of ICS would have substantial clinical 
benefits. Thus, this study adapted the ICS in Korean, and veri-
fied its reliability and validity, so as to present the cut-off points 
for distinguishing the AUD patient group from the general 
population based on the K-ICS, and shed light on the clinical 
benefits of the K-ICS by determining its predictability about 
the severity of symptoms in the AUD patient group.

METhODS

Subjects
The subjects of this study were AUD patients (n=173) and 

normal controls (n=174). Both groups consisted of males 
aged 20–69. The AUD patients were recruited at four sites 
including 2 alcohol addiction centers run by an alcohol clinic 
in Gwangju Metropolis and a psychiatric hospital in Gyeong-
gido, respectively, and an alcohol addiction center attached 
to a general hospital in Daejeon Metropolis. The AUD patients 
were inpatients who met the criteria for diagnosing AUD as 
per DSM-56 and were diagnosed with AUD by psychiatrists. 
Among those who were willing to participate in the study, 
those who met at least one of the following criteria were ex-
cluded: 1) expressing severe aggressiveness and hostility, 2) 
being unable to read and write Korean, 3) being unable to re-
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spond to the self-report questionnaire due to organic issues 
such as visual impairment and brain injury, and 4) having 
other psychiatric disorders such as major depressive disorder, 
bipolar disorder, and so on.

The normal control group was recruited at diverse sites, e.g., 
local communities, religious groups and companies, through 
public notices seeking study participants. The criteria for se-
lecting the normal control group included those who had 
not been diagnosed with AUD, scored no more than 11 out 
of 40 on the Korean Version of Alcohol Use Disorder Test 
(AUDIT-K) in accordance with the criterion as suggested by 
Lee et al.,30 and scored no more than 12 out of 49 on the Al-
cohol Dependence Scale developed by Lee et al.31 The present 
study was approved by Ajou University Institutional Review 
Board (IRB No. 201412-HR-SB-002-02). All subjects were ful-
ly informed of the study objective and process prior to signing 
the consent form. Subjects provided their demographics and 
history of alcohol use and completed the following subscales.

Measures

Korean Version of the Impaired Control Scale
To measure the alcohol self-regulation failure, the ICS21,23 

developed to measure the impaired control manifested in 
AUD was used in this study. The ICS was translated by a 
clinical psychologist and a psychiatrist and was proofread by 
a bilingual person proficient at Korean and English before the 
adaptation. In addition, a question item selection committee 
comprised of the first author and 10 graduate students ma-
joring in psychology assessed the fidelity of the translation 
and the readability of question items before selecting the fi-
nal items.

Korean Version of Alcohol Use Disorders Identification
Test 

To screen the alcohol use problems in the normal control 
group, the AUDIT-K, Korean version of AUDIT32 standard-
ized by Kim et al.,33 was used in this study. The total score of 
the AUDIT-K is within the range of 0–40, where 12+ is rated 
as ‘problem drinking.’ In the current study, the cutoff score 
required to be qualified for the normal control group was 11 
or under on the AUDIT-K.

Alcohol Dependence Scale
To determine the severity of alcohol problems in the nor-

mal control group and to verify the convergent validity of the 
K-ICS, the Alcohol Dependence Scale (ADS) developed by 
Skinner and Allen34 was used. The ADS, standardized for 
Koreans by Lee et al.,31 is a self-report scale composed of 25 
items: 5 on obsessive compulsive drinking, 8 on alcohol-re-

lated behavior control disorder, 6 on alcohol-related physical 
withdrawal, and 6 on alcohol-related perceptual withdrawal. 
The total score on the ADS is within the range of 0–49, 
where the criteria for mild, moderate and severe dependenc-
es are 13 or under, 14–21, and 22 or over, respectively. In this 
study, the cutoff score for the normal control group was 12 
or under on the ADS.

Alcohol Abstinence Self-Efficacy Scale 
The Alcohol Abstinence Self-Efficacy Scale (AASES) is a 

self-report test composed of 20 question items developed by 
Diclemente et al.18 and standardized by Kim35 in Korean. 
Specifically, the AASES is designed to test the extent to which 
one is confident about not drinking alcohol in diverse situa-
tions including negative emotion, social pressure, physical 
pain, withdrawal and craving. This study used the instrument 
to confirm the convergent validity of the K-AASES.

Brief Self-Control Scale
To verify the discriminant validity of the K-ICS, we used 

the Brief Self-Control Scale (BSCS) designed to measure the 
general self-control. The BSCS is a self-report scale composed 
of 13 question items adapted to Korean respondents by Hong 
et al.36 from the Self-Control Scale (SCS) developed by Tang-
ney et al.37

Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale
Zigmond and Snaith38 developed the Hospital Anxiety-

Depression Scale (HAD), which is a self-report test designed 
to simultaneously measure depression and anxiety before re-
spondents see doctors. The HAD consists of 14 question items, 
where 7 odd-numbered and 7 even-numbered items are anxi-
ety and depression subscales, respectively. Each item is rated 
on a 4-point scale (0–3). The total anxiety and depression 
scores are within the range of 0–21, respectively. In a study 
on the standardization of the Korean version, Oh et al.39 re-
ported the cutoff score of each subscale was 8. The present 
study used the HAD to verify the discriminant validity of the 
K-ICS.

Statistical analysis
Collected data was analyzed in the following order. First, 

to verify the homogeneity of the two groups, the demograph-
ics including age and education and the age at first alcohol 
use underwent independent samples t-test. Second, to deter-
mine the validity of the constructs of the K-ICS, the explor-
atory factor analysis was conducted, and the item-total cor-
relation and internal consistency were calculated. As for the 
size of the factor loading, whether to select each item was de-
termined based on 0.40 as suggested by Kline.40 Third, to 
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verify the convergent and discriminant validity of the K-ICS, 
the K-ICS, ADS, AASES, BSCS, and HAD scores underwent 
the Pearson’s correlation analysis. In accordance with Co-
hen,41 correlation coefficients (r) are interpreted as follows: 
under 0.20 as a weak correlation, 0.20–0.40 as a moderate 
correlation, 0.40–0.60 as a relatively strong correlation, 0.60–
0.80 as a strong correlation, and over 0.80 as a very strong 
correlation. Fourth, the inter-group differences on the K-ICS 
were determined with the analysis of covariance, where age 
and education were set as covariates, while the optimal cutoff 
scores were found with the receiver operating characteristic 
(ROC) curve analysis. Finally, to verify the criterion-related 
validity of the K-ICS in the AUD group, we conducted the 
hierarchical multiple regression analysis and calculated the 
incremental explanatory power of the K-ICS after setting the 
ADS as a dependent measure and controlling for education, 
BSCS and AASES. When the correlation between variables is 
high in the hierarchical multiple regression analysis, the mul-
ticollinearity issue may arise that the accuracy of results de-
creases with the increasing variance of regression coeffi-
cients. Therefore, to determine if the multicollinearity 
occurred, we took into account the tolerance (≤0.1) and the 
variance inflation factor (VIF>10).

IBM® SPSS® version 23.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) 
and Medcalc® verion 17.6 (MedCalc Software, Ostend, Bel-
gium) were used for data and ROC analyses, respectively. The 
statistical significance level was <0.05 based on the two-sided test.

RESULTS

Characteristics of subjects
The mean age at first alcohol use showed no significant 

difference between NC and AUD groups (Table 1). To secure 
the demographic homogeneity between the two groups, we 
attempted to have their age and education match. Yet, the 
mean age of the AUD group was significantly older than that 
of the NC group (t =-7.141, p<0.001), while the education level 
of the former was significantly lower than that of the latter 
(t=10.254, p<0.001). Although the demographic difference 
between the NC and AUD groups was well documented,5,42 
this study increased the external validity of its results by using 
the two variables as control variables in the verification of the 
inter-group difference on the K-ICS and the analysis of crite-
rion-related validity.

Factor analysis and item-total correlation
The exploratory factor analysis was conducted of the three 

subscales of the K-ICS (Table 2). The factor loadings of the 
AC, FC and PC exceeded 0.40 as suggested by Kline,40 re-
spectively, in both NC and AUD groups. Also, the explanatory 

variance of each subscale exceeded 40%, which means each 
subscale properly explains the entire scale. 

The item-total correlation of each item exceeded 0.40 in 
both NC and AUD groups. Also, in the NC group, the AC, FC 
and PC showed high internal consistency of 0.853, 0.903, 
and 0.919, respectively, which indicates high reliability. In the 
AUD group, the internal consistency of AC, FC, and PC was 
0.770, 0.907, and 0.931, respectively.

Convergent and discriminant validity of K-ICS
In the NC group, the AC was correlated with neither FC nor 

PC, whereas the FC and PC were strongly correlated (Table 3). 
This finding suggests the AC could be an independent vari-
able in the alcohol self-regulation. Both FC and PC had strong 
positive correlations with the ADS, which indicates the good 
convergent validity and the comparable correlation sizes. Still, 
the AC was not correlated with the ADS but positively corre-
lated with AASES. Both FC and PC showed significantly neg-
ative correlations with the AASES. The AC was not signifi-
cantly correlated with BSCS, HAD-D, and HAD-A, whilst the 
FC and PC showed relatively weak correlations with BSCS, 
HAD-D, and HAD-A, which indicates the good discrimi-
nant validity.

In the AUD group, the AC showed a weak negative corre-
lation with the FC and PC. Also, a relatively strong correlation 
was found between the FC and PC. The FC showed a rela-
tively strong positive correlation with the ADS, whereas the 
PC had a weak correlation with the ADS. That is, the conver-
gent validity of the FC was largely high, whereas that of the 
PC was rather low. Meanwhile, the weak negative correlation 
between the AC and ADS suggests the AC could be a variable 
independent of the ADS. Also, the FC had a relatively strong 
negative correlation with the AASES, whereas the PC had a 
weak negative correlation with the AASES. The AC had a weak 
positive correlation with the AASES.

As in the NC group, the AC had a weak positive correla-
tion with the BSCS, whilst the HAD-D had a weak negative 
correlation with the HAD-A (in the AUD group). In addition, 
the FC had a relatively strong negative correlation with the 

Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of subjects

Variables Group M SD p-value
Age (years) NC 41.86 12.19 <0.001

AUD 50.03 8.88
Education (years) NC 15.29 2.55 <0.001
 AUD 12.49 2.44
Age of first alcohol 

drinking (years)
NC 18.37 4.16 0.566
AUD 18.71 6.24

AUD: alcohol use disorder, NC: normal control, M: mean, SD: stan-
dard deviation
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BSCS, whilst the PC had a weak negative correlation with the 
BSCS. Thus, the FC converges on general self-regulation, 
whereas the PC has a relatively low degree of convergence. 

Meanwhile, both FC and PC showed largely weak correlations 
with HAD-D and HAD-A, which indicates the good discrim-
inant validity.

Table 2. The factor loadings and items-total correlations of the K-ICS

Factors No. of items
Factor loadings % of variance Item-total correlations Cronbach’s α

NC AUD NC AUD NC AUD NC AUD
AC 1. 0.647 0.531 55.84 42.34 0.601 0.469 0.853 0.770

2. 0.795 0.737 0.726 0.626
3. 0.761 0.530 0.674 0.458
4. 0.887 0.846 0.779 0.706
5. 0.613 0.543 0.573 0.458

FC 1. 0.674 0.611 50.13 51.15 0.673 0.580 0.903 0.907
2. 0.644 0.622 0.636 0.592
3. 0.708 0.745 0.713 0.707
4. 0.711 0.702 0.717 0.657
5. 0.673 0.696 0.627 0.658
6. 0.806 0.866 0.732 0.814
7. 0.807 0.807 0.728 0.768
8. 0.817 0.851 0.737 0.810
9. 0.528 0.599 0.481 0.575

10. 0.659 0.581 0.607 0.556
PC 1. 0.669 0.609 55.56 58.52 0.660 0.587 0.919 0.931

2. 0.749 0.797 0.740 0.770
3. 0.731 0.804 0.724 0.768
4. 0.807 0.848 0.800 0.814
5. 0.639 0.761 0.593 0.732
6. 0.820 0.855 0.762 0.817
7. 0.861 0.867 0.806 0.830
8. 0.845 0.780 0.796 0.747
9. 0.495 0.590 0.447 0.572

10. 0.762 0.680 0.728 0.663
Total items: 0.950 0.933

AUD: alcohol use disorder, NC: normal control, AC: attempted control, FC: failed control, PC: predicted control  

Table 3. Correlations among variables of interest

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.
1. AC -0.214†§ -0.216†§ -0.157*§ 0.387‡§ 0.186*§ -0.279‡§ -0.141§

2. FC -0.038 0.496‡§ 0.589‡§ -0.471‡§ -0.426‡§ 0.275‡§ 0.333‡§

3. PC -0.142 0.840‡ 0.367‡§ -0.388‡§ -0.362‡§ 0.308‡§ 0.311‡§

4. ADS -0.113 0.603‡ 0.566‡ -0.411‡§ -0.311‡§ 0.392‡§ 0.438‡§

5. AASES 0.240† -0.369‡ -0.414‡ -0.327‡ 0.399‡§ -0.360‡§ -0.378‡§

6. BSCS 0.099 -0.336‡ -0.262‡ -0.266‡ 0.386‡ -0.448‡§ -0.476‡§

7. HAD-D 0.012 0.237† 0.178* 0.192* -0.051 -0.266‡ 0.760‡§

8. HAD-A 0.026 0.261‡ 0.210† 0.248‡ -0.042 -0.309‡ 0.608‡

*p<0.05, †p<0.01, ‡p<0.001, §alcohol inpatients’. AC: attempted control, FC: failed control, PC: predicted control, ADS: Alcohol Dependence 
Scale, AASES: Alcohol Abstinence Self-Efficacy Scale, DSRS: Drinking Self-Regulation Scale, BSCS: Brief Self-Control Scale, HAD-D: Hospi-
tal Anxiety and Depression Scale-depression, HAD-A: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale-anxiety
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Inter-group difference on K-ICS
Prior to the ROC curve analysis, we verified the differences 

in the three subscale scores on the K-ICS between AUD and 
NC groups. To that end, we conducted the analysis of co-vari-
ance with the age and education level set as covariates. As 
shown in Table 4, the AC showed no significant inter-group 
difference, whereas the FC and PC showed significant inter-
group differences. Given η2 ≥0.14 as per the criterion suggest-
ed by Cohen,41 the group effects were substantially large. That 
is, although the control attempted by the AUD group paral-
leled that by the NC group, the former showed higher failure 
rates and presumed future control failures.

ROC curve analysis
Since the AC showed no significant inter-group difference 

in the foregoing analysis of covariance (ANCOVA), the ROC 
curve analysis was applied to the FC and PC, not AC (Table 
5 and 6). The ROC curve analysis found the optimal cutoff 
score of the FC was 15 or over (AUC=0.962, SE=0.010, 95% 
CI=0.936–0.980, p<0.001) (Figure 1), whilst that of the PC 
was 13 (AUC=0.913, SE=0.016, 95% CI =0.877–0.940, p<0.001) 
(Figure 2).

Table 4. Comparison of K-ICS scores between AUD and NC 
group

Variables Group M SD p-value* η2

AC AUD 10.09 5.21 0.355 0.003
NC 10.02 4.17

FC AUD 6.07 5.75 <0.001 0.557
NC 25.75 8.53

PC AUD 5.35 5.96 <0.001 0.409
NC 21.38 9.78

*analysis of covariance adjusted for age and education. AUD: alco-
hol use disorder, NC: normal control, AC: attempted control, FC: 
failed control, PC: predicted control, M: mean, SD: standard devi-
ation

Table 5. The values of accuracy indices according to various cut-
off scores of K-ICS-FC

Cut-off scores Sensitivity 95% CI Specificity 95% CI
>13 93.68 89.0–96.8 88.44 82.7–92.8
>14 92.53 87.6–96.0 92.49 87.5–95.9
>15* 91.38 86.2–95.1 94.80 90.4–97.6
>16 89.66 84.1–93.8 95.95 91.8–98.4
>17 87.93 82.1–92.4 96.53 92.6–98.7
*cut-off score recommended by this study. K-ICS-FC: Korean ver-
sion of the Impaired Control Scale-Failed Control, CI: confidence 
interval 

Table 6. The values of accuracy indices according to various cut-
off scores of K-ICS-PC

Cut-off scores Sensitivity 95% CI Specificity 95% CI
11 81.29 74.6–86.8 86.47 80.4–91.2
>12 80.12 73.3–85.8 87.06 81.1–91.7
>13* 78.95 72.1–84.8 91.18 85.9–95.0
>14 76.02 68.9–82.2 92.94 88.0–96.3
>15 72.51 65.2–79.1 94.12 89.4–97.1
*cut-off score recommended by this study. K-ICS-PC: Korean ver-
sion of the  Impaired Control Scale-Predicted Control, CI: confi-
dence interval

Figure 1. Receiver operating characteristic curves of the Korean 
version of the Impaired Control Scale-Failed Control.
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Figure 2. Receiver operating characteristic curves of the Korean 
version of the Impaired Control Scale-Predicted Control. 
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Criterion-related validity
To determine the criterion-related validity of the K-ICS, we 

conducted the hierarchical multiple regression analysis, where 
the ADS was set as the dependent variable, while age, educa-
tion, general self-regulation (BSCS) and abstinence self-effi-
cacy were set as control variables. As shown in Table 7, the 
three subscales of the K-ICS explained the ADS by extra 20.8% 
even when age, education, general self-regulation (BSCS) and 
abstinence self-efficacy were controlled. In particular, among 
the subscales of the K-ICS, the FC had the greatest explanato-
ry power about the ADS, whereas the AC and PC had no sig-
nificant explanatory power.

DISCUSSION

Developed by Heather et al.21,23 to assess the impaired self-
regulation in AUD, the ICS has been widely used abroad in 
research on youths and adults with alcohol use problems to de-
termine the predictors of alcohol use problems, the measures 
of treatment effects, and the criterion measures of neurobio-
logically abnormal reactions relevant to AUD. Despite the 
empirical grounds supporting the utility of the ICS, the ICS 
had not been standardized in Korea.

Therefore, the present study adapted the ICS in Korean to 
test the impaired self-regulation in AUD, and verified its reli-
ability, validity and clinical utility. The present findings high-
lighted the following.

First, each item of the three subscales of the K-ICS showed 
a very high factor loading and a satisfactory explanatory pow-
er in both NC and AUD groups. In brief, the K-ICS appropri-
ately reflected the constructs of AC,  FC, and PC.

Second, the AC, FC, and PC showed good internal consis-

tency overall in both groups. In particular, the FC (NC: 0.903, 
AUD: 0.907) and PC (NC: 0.919, AUD: 0.931) had the internal 
consistency higher than that reported in Heather’s research 
on cross-validation23 or comparable to the result reported by 
Marsh et al.5 By contrast, in the AUD group, the internal con-
sistency of AC (α=0.770) was relatively lower than that re-
ported in previous research. This finding may be attributable 
to the fact that the present study included long-term inpatients 
in the AUD group (mean frequency of hospitalization: 6 
times, range: 1–40 times), whereas the previous studies in-
cluded not only inpatients but also outpatients and patients in 
day hospitals,23 or to the relatively mild AUD with 72% of sub-
jects having been treated for less than 6 months.5

Third, the K-ICS had good convergent and discriminant 
validity overall. Particularly, in both NC and AUD groups, the 
FC showed a strong correlation with the ADS, and a relative-
ly strong correlation with the AASES, indicating the high con-
vergent validity. In contrast, the FC showed a relatively weak 
correlation with the BSCS, inconsistent with the general self-
regulation. In addition, in both groups, the FC showed a very 
weak correlation with each of the two subscales, i.e., depres-
sion and anxiety, of HAD which specifies emotional prob-
lems, and indicated good discriminant validity. 

Fourth, the inter-group difference in the AC was not sig-
nificant in the ANCOVA. This finding disagrees with Marsh 
et al.5 result that the AC was significantly higher in their 
AUD patient group in comparison to their social drinker 
group. Yet, the disagreement between the two studies may be 
attributable to the fact that the subjects Marsh et al.5 included 
in their AUD group were not inpatients. That is, the AUD pa-
tients included in the present study had been treated for ad-
diction and thus attempted to control their alcohol use like 

Table 7. Results of hierarchical multiple regression analysis of K-ICS on ADS among AUD group

Model Predictors B SE β t R2 ΔR2 F
Model 1 Age -0.163 0.089 -0.146 -10.827 0.208 8.587*

Education 0.014 0.326 0.003 0.043
BSCS -0.194 0.145 -0.116 -10.337
AASES -0.221 0.052 -0.358 -40.223*

Model 2 Age -0.125 0.078 -0.112 -10.600 0. 415 0.208* 12.987*
Education 0.269 0.288 0.067 0.934
BSCS 0.288 0.131 0.017 0.219
AASES 0.067 0.053 -0.134 -10.544
AC 0.075 0.173 0.032 0.431
FC 0.572 0.097 0.500 50.903*
PC 0.116 0.080 0.115 10.454

*p<0.001. ADS: Alcohol Dependence Scale, AC: attempted control, FC: failed control, PC: predicted control, AASES: Alcohol Abstinence 
Self-Efficacy Scale, DSRS: Drinking Self-Regulation Scale, BSCS: Brief Self-Control Scale, HAD-D: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale-de-
pression, HAD-A: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale-anxiety, K-ICS: Korean version of the Impaired Control Scale, SE: standard error
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the NC group. With age and education controlled, the FC 
and PC showed significant inter-group differences. That is, 
compared to the NC group, the AUD group had failed to con-
trol the alcohol use over the past 6 months, and was expected 
to do so in the coming months. 

Fifth, in the ROC curve analysis of FC and PC, but not AC 
because of the inter-group differences in the subscales of the 
K-ICS, the AUD group scored over 0.90 in the FC and PC, 
which indicates a high discriminant power between the AUD 
and NC groups. Also, the optimal cutoff scores for the FC 
and PC were minimum 15 and 13, respectively.

Finally, in the analysis of criterion-related validity with the 
effects of control variables eliminated, the K-ICS showed an 
incremental explanatory power by 21% or so. Notably, even 
after the effects of control variables were taken into account, 
the FC showed an excellent predictive power about the ADS. 
Yet, the AC and PC showed no significant incremental ex-
planatory power about the ADS. That is, in predicting the al-
cohol use problems, behavioral variables such as self-moni-
toring of one’s past behavior are likely to be a stronger predictor 
of the PC than cognitive variables such as presumptions. This 
is why the FC was primarily used among the three subscales 
of the ICS in previous studies on treatment effects and neu-
roimaging.22,26,29

The present study has the following limitations. First, other 
variables such as family history and medication that could 
impact on the subjects’ self-regulation of alcohol were not duly 
considered. Second, the self-report ratings in the AUDIT-K 
and ADS used to select the normal controls may have triggered 
some positive biases. Hence, future studies need to conduct in-
depth interviews with mental health specialists in selecting 
the normal controls. Third, this study used the ADS as the 
only criterion variable of the K-ICS. Thus, future studies need 
be based on actual behavioral measurements such as alcohol 
consumption when subjects sleep out or go out to test the con-
vergent validity of the K-ICS. Fourth, this study did not mea-
sure the test-retest reliability of the K-ICS, failing to secure the 
consistency of the K-ICS over time, although the consistency 
of results over time may be less required of the K-ICS which 
measures individuals’ behavioral aspects or states for a certain 
period of time instead of their general tendencies or traits.

Despite the foregoing limitations, the present study should 
be noted in that it verified the objectivity and validity of the 
K-ICS as an instrument for measuring the impaired self-reg-
ulation of alcohol in both normal control and clinical sam-
ples in research on AUD. Particularly, the finding that the 
predictive power of FC over the past six months outstripped 
that of PC in predicting the severity of alcohol dependence 
suggests behavior-oriented approaches need be taken in re-
search on AUD in lieu of cognitive approaches.

The present study adapted the ICS widely used abroad to 
measure the impaired self-regulation of alcohol into the K-
ICS and verified its reliability, validity and clinical utility. Hence, 
the proposed cutoff scores of the FC and PC are deemed con-
ducive to duly screening people for alcohol problems, regu-
larly monitoring clinical patients for impaired self-regulation 
of alcohol, and ultimately preventing the relapse of AUD. Fur-
thermore, the limitations of the present study warrant fur-
ther studies.
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